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a b s t r a c t

One of the challenges in numerical simulation of wave–turbulence interaction is the pre-
cise setup and maintenance of wave and turbulence fields. In this paper, we investigate
techniques for the generation and suppression of specific surface wave modes, the gener-
ation of turbulence in an inhomogeneous physical domain with a wavy boundary-fitted
grid, and the generation and maintenance of waves and turbulence during the complex
wave–turbulence interaction process. We apply surface pressure to generate and suppress
waves. Based on the solution of linearized Cauchy–Poisson problem, we derive three pres-
sure expressions, which lead to a d-function method, a time-segment method, and a grad-
ual method. Numerical experiments show that these methods generate waves as specified
and eliminate spurious waves effectively. The nonlinear wave effect is accounted for with a
time-relaxation method. For turbulence generation, we extend the linear forcing method to
an inhomogeneous physical domain with a curvilinear computational grid. Effects of force
distribution and computational grid distortion are examined. For wave–turbulence interac-
tion, we develop an algorithm to instantaneously identify specific progressive and standing
waves. To precisely control the wave amplitude in a complex turbulent flow field, we fur-
ther develop an energy controlling method. Finally, a simulation example of wave–turbu-
lence interaction is presented. Results show that turbulence has unique features in the
presence of waves. Velocity fluctuations are found to be strongly dependent on the wave
phase; variations of these fluctuations are explained by the pressure–strain correlation
associated with the wave-induced strain field.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Interaction between water surface waves and turbulence is a challenging problem. As a wave passes a turbulence field,
the turbulence scatters and dissipates the wave. At the same time, orbital motion and surface drift of the wave distort the
turbulence. Because of the significance of the problem in basic scientific research and because of its importance in engineer-
ing and geophysical applications, there is a critical need for a fundamental understanding of wave–turbulence interaction.

This paper addresses the computational issues of creation and maintenance of wave and turbulence in numerical simu-
lations of free-surface turbulence. For a mechanistic study, it is essential to set up the wave and turbulence fields precisely.
For example, the turbulence-to-wave time ratio needs to be specified for the effect of rapid and slow distortions to be inves-
tigated. The wave field should not be deteriorated by spurious wave modes such as standing waves, which are often caused
by the use of periodic boundary condition in the simulation. Moreover, for turbulence statistics to converge, the flow should
. All rights reserved.
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be in equilibrium statistically in the simulation study; that is, proper energy input should be provided to balance dissipation,
without violating the dynamics of wave and turbulence.

To resolve the above issues, in this paper we address three key challenges in simulation of free-surface flows. The first is
how to generate waves as specified and how to suppress unwanted waves. Wave simulations reported in the literature often
began with a prescribed wave solution as the initial condition. However, because of the complexity of nonlinear free-surface
boundary conditions, an exact solution usually cannot be obtained beforehand. The simulations had to construct the initial
fields based on simple wave theories. As a result, the discrepancy between the true wave dynamics and the approximations
of the initial condition often resulted in spurious standing waves. The standing wave can be caused by the pressure associ-
ated with the vortical portion of the flow, or the wave nonlinearity. Dommermuth developed novel numerical procedures to
suppress spurious standing waves by reducing the initial impulse of pressure [6] and by using a relaxation method that ac-
counts for wave nonlinearity gradually [7].

In this study, we extend Dommermuth’s approach to the general case. Based on the solution of the Cauchy–Poisson prob-
lem for pressure-generated waves, we develop three methods of applying surface pressure forcing to generate waves pre-
cisely as specified and to suppress unwanted waves efficiently. For the complexities associated with wave nonlinearity as
well as viscosity, we use the time-relaxation method so that spurious disturbance is minimized.

Our second challenge is about the generation of statistically steady isotropic turbulence under the wave. The isotropic
turbulence helps the investigation of the fundamental mechanism of wave–turbulence interaction without the complication
of shear flow and decaying turbulence effects. In previous simulations of free-surface turbulence without wind effects, three
methods have often been used to generate turbulence: (i) production at a bottom boundary layer [15,17,10,1]; (ii) shear
instability in the bulk flow [5,26,25]; and (iii) decaying turbulence using another turbulent flow as initial input [23,31]. In
the first method, the advantage of turbulence being produced at a nonslip bottom is that it can directly correspond to open
channel flows, and that the flow can be quasi-steady. The disadvantage is that the channel bottom is sometimes undesirable,
e.g. in the study of a flow with a deep bottom. To remove the flow anisotropy generated at the bottom of the open channel,
the simulation needs a sufficiently large Reynolds number [20], which is beyond the computational capability of direct
numerical simulation (DNS). With the second method, the computational bottom can be free-slip, minimizing the bottom
effect. The disadvantage is that the mean shear flow is unsteady. As a result, many ensemble runs are needed for turbulence
statistics to converge. The third method starts with an initially isotropic turbulent flow, suddenly inserts a free surface, and
then allows the turbulence to decay. Turbulence decays fast in this case, which makes flow statistics difficult to converge,
often necessitating a large number of ensemble runs.

In this study, we seek a method that can generate isotropic turbulence continuously in a wave field. For flows that are
isotropic and homogeneous in all three directions, one can generate turbulence by injecting energy at low wavenumbers
[3,27] or by applying a stochastic external force [9]; both are carried out in the spectral space of computation. This meth-
od is, however, not suitable for wave–turbulence interaction, which has to be simulated in an inhomogeneous physical
space that is nonperiodic in the vertical direction. Recently, Lundgren [19] developed a linear forcing method, in which
a force proportional to the velocity fluctuation is applied directly in the physical space. In the current paper, we extend
this method to the complex setting of a wave field, in which the flow is inhomogeneous and the computational grid is
curved. The effect of nonuniform forcing and computational grid distortion on the properties of the turbulence generated
is studied.

Our third challenge is about the generation and suppression of waves in a broadband wave system with turbulence, and
the generation and maintenance of turbulence in the multi-scale wave environment. It is essential to identify different wave
components in order to apply different treatments to them. Since the turbulence intermittently excites the surface to gen-
erate waves, the wave treatment needs to be continuous in time. It is also critical that in the process of generating and main-
taining turbulence, the wave field is not distorted.

In this study, we first develop a method to identify progressive and standing waves for each specific modes based on
instantaneous surface elevation and velocity. We then apply surface pressure forcing to generate and suppress different
wave modes. To fine-tune and maintain the target wave mode the study focuses on, we further develop an energy controlling
method to keep its amplitude quasi-stationary in the simulation. Finally, we present an example of wave–turbulence inter-
action simulation, in which important flow features are identified and explained.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces two numerical codes used in this paper. Section 3 discusses wave
generation and maintenance, followed by Section 4 that discusses turbulence generation and maintenance. Section 5 ad-
dresses the implementation of the techniques for wave and turbulence setup, together with some special treatments for
the complex environment of wave–turbulence interaction. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions.
2. Numerical schemes

The methods for wave and turbulence generation developed in this study are not limited to any specific simulation code.
In this paper, to show numerical results, we use two simulation tools as examples. The first is a potential flow based high-
order spectral (HOS) method, which is highly efficient and accurate, and we use it to show wave response to surface pressure.
The second is a direct numerical simulation (DNS) of Navier–Stokes equations with viscous nonlinear free-surface boundary
conditions, which is used to show results of turbulent flows.
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2.1. High-order spectral method

When the wave is described by potential flow theory, the governing equation for the velocity potential U is
r2U ¼ @
2U

@2x
þ @

2U

@2y
þ @

2U

@2z
¼ 0: ð1Þ
Here x and y are horizontal coordinates and z-axis points upward with z ¼ 0 the mean water level. In HOS, evolution of g and
surface potential Us � Ujz¼g [35] are simulated. Using Us, we write fully nonlinear free-surface kinematic and dynamic
boundary conditions as
gt þrsg � rsU
s � ð1þrsg � rsgÞUzðx; y;g; tÞ ¼ 0; ð2Þ

Us
t þ

g
Fr2 þ

1
2
rsU

s � rsU
s � 1

2
ð1þrsg � rsgÞU2

z ðx; y;g; tÞ ¼ �Pa; ð3Þ
where rs ¼ @=@xþ @=@y;g is the surface elevation, Pa is atmospheric pressure at the surface. Here and hereafter, all of the
variables are normalized by characteristic velocity scale U and length scale L. The Froude number is Fr ¼ U=ðgLÞ1=2, with g the
gravity acceleration. Pressure is normalized by qU2, with q the water density. In Eq. (3), a viscous term DU ¼ 2cgeUs [33] can
be added to the left-hand side to represent dissipation, with cg the group velocity of the carrier wave and e the dissipation
rate.

To solve Eqs. (2) and (3), we express the surface potential as a perturbation series of the velocity potential and perform
Taylor series expansion about the mean water level:
Usð~x; tÞ ¼
XM

m¼1

XM�m

l¼0

gl

l!
@lUðmÞ

@zl

�����
z¼0

: ð4Þ
Here ðÞm denotes a quantity of Oð�mÞ, with � ¼ ka a small value that represents the wave steepness. Here k is wavenumber
and a is wave amplitude.

By applying the pseudo-spectral method using Fourier series and mode-coupling treatment, we integrate Eqs. (2) and (3)
in time. In this work, a fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme is used. Details of HOS formulation and its implementation are
provided in [8] and Chapter 15 of [21].

2.2. Direct numerical simulation with nonlinear free-surface boundary conditions

When the wave and turbulent flow are described as viscous Newtonian fluid, the governing equations are the Navier–
Stokes equations
@~u
@t
þ~u � r~u ¼ �rpþ 1

Re
r2~u; ð5Þ
and the continuity equation
r �~u ¼ 0: ð6Þ
Here p is the dynamic pressure normalized by qU2; Re ¼ UL=m is the Reynolds number, with m the kinematic viscosity.
At the surface, the kinematic free-surface boundary condition is
@g
@t
þ u

@g
@x
þ v @g

@y
�w ¼ 0; at z ¼ g: ð7Þ
The dynamic boundary conditions are
~t1 � ½r� �~nT ¼ 0;
~t2 � ½r� �~nT ¼ 0;
~n � ½r� �~n ¼ �Pa:

8><>: ð8Þ
Here the stress tensor ½r� and the direction vectors ~n;~t1, and~t2 are, respectively:
½r� ¼

�P þ 2
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~n ¼ �gx ;�gy ;1ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g2

xþg2
yþ1

p ;
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g2

xþ1
p ;

~t2 ¼
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g2
yþ1

p ;

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð10Þ
with P ¼ p� z=Fr2. In Eq. (8), ~nT denotes the transpose of ~n. To solve the governing equations (5) and (6) with free-surface
boundary conditions (7) and (8), we use a boundary-fitted grid system. We apply an algebraic mapping to transform the
irregular Cartesian space ðx; y; z; tÞ confined by the wave surface to a rectangular computational domain ðn;w; 1; sÞ as shown
in Fig. 1. The transformation is
s ¼ t; n ¼ x; w ¼ y; 1 ¼ zþ H
gþ H

; ð11Þ
where H is the distance from the mean surface level to the computational domain bottom. Based on the chain rule, we ex-
press Eqs. (5)–(10) in term of ðn;w; 1; sÞ. For space discretization, in the horizontal directions, we use a pseudo-spectral meth-
od with Fourier series; in the vertical direction, we use a second-order finite-difference scheme on a staggered grid [11],
which is clustered towards the top boundary. A Crank–Nicholson scheme is used for the viscous terms. An Adams–Bashforth
scheme is used for the convection terms. The momentum equations are advanced in time by a fractional-step method with
the pressure solved by a Poisson equation to satisfy the continuity equation [14]. For the evolution of the free surface, Eq. (7)
is advanced in time with a second-order Runge–Kutta scheme. Numerical details of DNS and its validation are provided in
[34].

3. Wave generation and suppression

In this study, we generate and suppress waves by applying pressure at the free surface. We discuss linear wave case first,
for which we obtain the relationship between the pressure and surface response by solving the linearized Cauchy–Poisson
problem. The details of the solution are given in [21]. Here we outline the solution for two-dimensional deep water wave,
whereas the extension to three dimension and finite water depth is straightforward.

Given initial condition gðx;0Þ and Uðx; z;0Þ, one can use Fourier–Laplace transform to obtain [21]:
gðx; tÞ ¼ 1
2p

Z þ1

�1
dk exp½ikx�~gðk; 0Þ cos½xt� þ 1

2p

Z þ1

�1
dk exp½ikx�eUðk;0; 0ÞFr2ðx sin½xt� � dðtÞÞ

� 1
2p

Z þ1

�1
dk exp½ikx�

Z t

0

ePaðk; sÞFr2x sin½xðt � sÞ�ds; ð12Þ
where the tilde denotes the Fourier mode, and the wave frequency is x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=Fr2

q
.

Eq. (12) shows that the evolution of surface elevation is controlled by initial surface elevation, initial velocity potential,
and history of surface pressure applied. On the right-hand side of the equation, the first term shows that an initial surface
elevation leads to a standing wave that has the same amplitude. The second term shows that an initial velocity potential
generates a standing wave, of which the amplitude is eUðk; 0;0ÞxFr2. The third term shows that when a pressure is applied
on a surface, the surface responds to the pressure input. Therefore, the surface can be controlled by different pressure inputs.
We can solve the inverse problem to find the pressure that leads to a specific surface elevation.
Algebraic mapping to transform the irregular Cartesian space ðx; y; z; tÞ confined by the wave surface to a rectangular computational domain
sÞ.
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3.1. Standing wave

Spurious standing waves are often encountered in simulations. To suppress them, one can generate additional standing
waves that have the same magnitude but with opposite phase. Therefore, we first study how to generate a standing wave as
specified. Based on the Cauchy–Poisson problem solution, we develop three methods as discussed below.

3.1.1. d-Function method
If we want a standing wave to be
g ¼ aðtÞ cos½kx� ¼ a0 sin½xt� cos½kx�; ð13Þ
from Eq. (12), we can solve the pressure as
Pa ¼ �
a0

Fr2x
dðtÞ cos½kx�: ð14Þ
Here dðtÞ is Dirac’s delta function. In our simulation, a mollified dðtÞ-function is used:
dðtÞ ¼
1

2D 1þ cos p
D t
� 	� �

�D < t < D;

0 otherwise;

(
ð15Þ
where D is a parameter that determines the width of numerical smoothing in time. The lower limit of D depends on the time-
step dt in the simulation, for the delta function approximation to be adequately represented. The upper limit of D depends on
the wave period T, for the pressure (14) to generate the wave (13) sufficiently fast and accurately. Our tests show that sat-
isfying results can be obtained if 4dt 6 D 6 10%T , which is not difficult to satisfy in wave–turbulence interaction simula-
tion because the timestep is usually small for fine turbulence structures to be resolved. Therefore, the d-function method
needs only a short duration in the simulation for it to take effect.

Fig. 2(a) shows the standing wave generated by this d-function method using the HOS and DNS codes. Results show rea-
sonable agreement among the numerical results and Eq. (13).

3.1.2. Time-segment method
If we want to generate a standing wave within a time period as
g ¼ aðtÞ cos½kx� ¼
1
2 a0 sin xt � p

n

� 	
ð1� cos½nxt�Þ cos½kx� t 6 p

nx ;

a0 sin xt � p
n

� 	
cos½kx� t > p

nx ;

(
ð16Þ
from Eq. (12), we can solve the pressure as
Pa ¼
� n

4
a0
Fr2 cos½kx� ðnþ 2Þ sin ðnþ 1Þxt � p

n

� 	�
�ðn� 2Þ sin ðn� 1Þxt þ p

n

� 		
t 6 p

nx ;

0 t > p
nx :

8><>: ð17Þ
In the above equations, n is a parameter.
Fig. 2(b) shows the evolution of the amplitude of the standing wave generated by this time-segment method using HOS

and DNS codes. The numerical results agree with the theoretical prediction (16). The standing wave is generated completely
when the pressure is taken off at t ¼ p=ðnxÞ. At t ¼ p=ðnxÞ, the fluid velocity reaches its maximum value, the surface ele-
vation is zero, and the pressure acting on the surface becomes zero. Therefore, the pressure is taken off smoothly. The tran-
sition does not generate an additional standing wave.

3.1.3. Gradual method
If we want to generate a standing wave gradually according to
g ¼ a0ð1� exp½�bt�Þ sin½xt� cos½kx�; ð18Þ
from Eq. (12), we can solve the pressure as
Pa ¼ a0
b

x2Fr2 exp½�bt�ð�2x cos½xt� þ b sin½xt�Þ cos½kx�: ð19Þ
In the above, b is a parameter controlling the speed of wave generation.
By using this method, we generate the standing wave gradually. The pressure acting on the surface has a profile of a

standing wave. It has a phase difference from the standing wave we want. The amplitude of the pressure decreases gradually.
The decay rate is the same as the increase rate of the standing wave. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the standing wave is generated
faster when b has a larger value. If we consider the generation process of the standing wave to be complete when 99% of the
energy has been input, we can calculate the time needed for this process as 5:3=b, which is independent of the wave period.
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Fig. 2. History of the amplitude of the standing wave generated by different methods: (a) d-function method; (b) time-segment method ðn ¼ 2Þ; and (c)
gradual method (b ¼ 0:25 and b ¼ 1). 4 denotes DNS results and � denotes HOS results. In both (a) and (b),3 denotes the theoretical prediction. In (c),3

and – – – denote the theoretical prediction of the standing wave amplitude for b ¼ 0:25 and b ¼ 1, respectively; – �� – �� – and – � – � – denote the envelope of
wave amplitude for b ¼ 0:25 and b ¼ 1, respectively. In all the figures, a0 ¼ 0:1; k ¼ 1, and Fr2 ¼ 1.
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From the numerical results in Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3, we conclude that DNS results agree with the HOS results for wave sim-
ulation. Hereafter, due to space limitation, for pure-wave cases, we present only HOS results to save space.

3.1.4. Dommermuth’s method
In numerical simulation of free-surface viscous flows, improper initialization generates high-frequency standing waves

due to the impulse of the pressure associated with vortical motions [6]. The standing wave can be shown from an example
given by [6] as follows. When the surface elevation and fluid velocity are initially zero, a pressure P ¼ P0 cos½kx� is applied on
the surface, with P0 a constant. From Eq. (12), a surface elevation is generated as
g ¼ �Fr2P0ðcos½xt� � 1Þ cos½kx�; ð20Þ
which consists of a mean hydrostatic component and a standing wave component.
Dommermuth [6] introduced a special treatment by smoothing the surface pressure transition with Pa ¼ Pð1�

exp½�tn=sn�Þ, where n is a parameter and s is the adjustment period. The amplitude of the standing wave is found to reduce
by two orders of magnitude.

We next compare Dommermuth’s method to the three methods introduced in Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3. To suppress the
standing wave in Eq. (20), we generate a standing wave with the same magnitude but opposite phase using the d-function
method, time-segment method, and gradual method. Fig. 3(a) shows that all of the methods can reduce the amplitude of the
standing wave to a small value. The reason that the three new methods do not eliminate the standing wave completely is
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because they are derived based on initially calm surface, while in the present problem the surface is not calm due to the
action of P. As a result, the surface motion caused by P leads to extra energy input by the pressure. Fig. 3(a) shows that
the residual standing waves in the three new methods have about the same magnitude as that of Dommermuth’s method.
But the latter needs a longer time (small s leads to large standing wave amplitude and Dommermuth [6] pointed out s
should be greater than wave period). Fig. 3(b) shows the detailed history of the amplitude of the standing wave (shown
in Eq. (20)) suppressed by our methods. The d-function method suppresses the standing wave rapidly once it is applied at
t ¼ T=4, whereas the time-segment method and the gradual method, which are applied at t ¼ 0, need p=ðnxÞ and 5:3=b,
respectively.

3.2. Progressive wave

In this section, we discuss how to generate a progressive wave as specified. The approach is similar to the standing wave
case, but with additional issues addressed below.

3.2.1. d-Function method
A progressive wave can be decomposed into two standing waves:
g ¼ a0 sin½xt þ kx� ¼ a0 sin½xt� cos½kx� þ a0 cos½xt� sin½kx�:
The two standing waves can be generated by the methods introduced in Section 3.1. Therefore, we construct a progressive
wave by using the d-function method introduced in Section 3.1.1 twice, with the pressure given as
Pa ¼ �
a0

Fr2x
dðtÞ cos½kx� þ a0

Fr2x
d t � p

2x

� �
sin½kx�: ð21Þ
Fig. 4(a) shows the numerical result of this method. We note that at t ¼ T=4, the velocity associated with the first standing
wave is zero. Because there is no vertical motion of the surface at that instance, the addition of the pressure to generate the
second standing wave does not input extra energy. This is an advantage of the d-function method. The other two methods
introduced in Section 3.1, the time-segment method and the gradual method, both need a period to input energy. As a result,
the pressure to generate one standing wave inputs extra energy to the other standing wave, which produces spurious waves
besides the progressive wave we want. Therefore, we use only the d-function method to generate the two standing waves
(i.e. the two impulses in Eq. (21)).

We remark that from Eq. (12), one can also generate the progressive wave with a pressure as
Pa ¼ �
a0

Fr2x
dðtÞ cos½kx� � a0

Fr2x2

ddðtÞ
dt

sin½kx�: ð22Þ
In this case, the two standing waves are generated at the same time. However, this method requires the implementation of a
mollified ddðtÞ=dt function, which we found difficult. Therefore, we use Eq. (21) only.
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3.2.2. Time-segment method
Besides decomposing the progressive wave into two standing waves and generating them separately, one can also gen-

erate a progressive wave directly. Similar to Section 3.1.2, we can apply a pressure according to
Pa ¼
� n

4
a0

Fr2 ½ðnþ 2Þ sin½kxþ ðnþ 1Þxt�
�ðn� 2Þ sin½ðn� 1Þxt � kx�� t 6 p

nx ;

0 t > p
nx :

8><>: ð23Þ
The pressure during t 2 ð0;p=nxÞ generates a progressive wave as
g ¼ 1
2

a0 sin½kxþxt�ð1� cos½nxt�Þ: ð24Þ
At t ¼ p=ðnxÞ, the above equation becomes g ¼ a0 sin½kxþxt�, which is the progressive wave we want. However, different
from the standing wave case discussed in Section 3.1.2, the pressure given by Eq. (23) is nonzero at t ¼ p=ðnxÞ. As a result,
the sudden taking off of the pressure at t ¼ p=ðnxÞ generates a spurious standing wave. Nevertheless, we find that this
standing wave has much smaller magnitude than the dominant progressive wave, especially when n is small. A numerical
example is shown in Fig. 4(b).
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We have also derived a pressure solution that gives exact transition of the surface elevation as
an

Fig. 5.
gradual
both (a
HOS.
g ¼
1
2 a0 sin½kxþxt�ð1� cos½nxt�Þ t 6 p

nx ;

a0 sin½kxþxt� t > p
nx :

(
ð25Þ
However, we found the pressure form very complicated, which we do not recommend for numerical implementation.

3.2.3. Gradual method
If we want to gradually generate a progressive wave as
g ¼ a0ð1� exp½�bt�Þ sin½kxþxt�; ð26Þ
from Eq. (12), we can solve the pressure as
Pa ¼
a0b

x2Fr2 ½exp½�bt�ðb sin½kxþxt� � 2x cos½kxþxt�Þ þ dðtÞ sin½kx��: ð27Þ
The numerical example plotted in Fig. 4(c) shows that the progressive wave can be generated smoothly with this gradual
method. Similar to the standing wave case discussed in Section 3.1.3, it needs a period of 5:3=b for 99% of the energy to
be input.

Finally, we remark that the three methods introduced above are based on the linear wave solution of Eq. (12). For non-
linear waves, there exist higher wavenumber modes. While in principle one can adjust each wave mode if their amplitude
and phase can be obtained beforehand, this approach is difficult to implement in practice. In next section, we discuss a more
robust method, which introduces the wave nonlinearity gradually to the simulation with a time-relaxation method.

3.3. Nonlinear effect of waves

As illustrated by [7], in nonlinear simulation of a progressive wave, spurious standing waves of high frequency may be
generated if a linear wave solution is used directly as the initial condition. In this study, we first apply the three linear
wave-based methods of Section 3.2 to generate the wave from a calm water to investigate their suitability for nonlinear ef-
fects. We then implement a time-relaxation method to improve the performance.

Fig. 5(a) shows the history of the modal amplitude of the first four harmonics of the progressive wave. With the d-func-
tion method and the time-segment method, oscillations exist for all of the four modes (for the first mode, the oscillation is
not obvious in the plot due to the log-scale used, which is consistent with [7]), indicating the presence of standing waves. In
the case of the d-function method, the magnitude of the standing waves is significant, because the pressure impulse is equiv-
alent to an initial linear velocity potential. The imbalance between the dynamics of nonlinear wave and the initial condition
of the linear wave results in spurious standing waves, in a way similar to that in [7]. When the time-segment method is used,
the wave generation process becomes smoother. Consequently, the spurious standing waves become smaller. In the case of
the gradual method, the flow field has sufficient time for transition, and the spurious standing waves are negligible as shown
in Fig. 5(a).
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) and (b), 3, d-function method; – – –, time-segment method; – � – � –, gradual method. a0 ¼ 0:1; k ¼ 1, and Fr2 ¼ 1; the results are obtained with
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Results shown above indicate that nonlinear effect may produce erroneous results if the d-function method and the time-
segment method are used in wave generation. To reduce this error, we employ a time relaxation strategy introduced by
Dommermuth [7]. In this approach, the nonlinearity is accounted for gradually in the simulation. With the HOS formulation,
the free-surface boundary conditions, Eqs. (2) and (3), are modified as
gt �wð1Þ ¼ �wð1Þ � rsU
s � rsgþ ð1þrsg � rsgÞws

� 	
� 1� exp � t

s

� �n
h i� �

;

Us
t þ

g
Fr2 ¼ �Pa þ � 1

2rsU
s � rsU

s þ 1
2 ð1þrsg � rsgÞðwsÞ2

h i
� 1� exp � t

s

� �n
h i� �

:

8><>: ð28Þ
Here (1) denotes the linear wave solution component.
In the case of DNS, the kinematic boundary condition (7) and the dynamic boundary condition associated with normal

stress (8) are rewritten as
wð1Þ � gt ¼ ðwð1Þ �wþ gxuþ gyvÞ 1� exp � t
s

� �n
h i� �

;

g
Fr2 þ Pa � p ¼ � 2

Re f � 1� exp � t
s

� �n
h i� �

;

8><>: ð29Þ
where
f ¼
g2

x ux þ gxgyðvx þ uyÞ þ g2
yvy � gxðuz þwxÞ � gyðvz þwyÞ þwz

1þ g2
x þ g2

y
:

As shown in [7], when the nonlinear wave dynamics are included in the simulation gradually, the imbalance with an ini-
tial condition based on linear wave theory can be reduced. In this study, we extend this adjustment method to the generation
of finite-amplitude waves with a pressure variation obtained from linear wave solution (12). The nonlinear free-surface
boundary conditions are originally used directly in the simulation. Here we revise the surface conditions, as shown in
Eqs. (28) and (29), for them to transit smoothly from the linearized free-surface boundary conditions to the nonlinear ones.
The dynamics of wave nonlinearity is fully accounted for in the end of the transition. Our numerical test shows that this
method produces satisfying results. The standing waves observed in Fig. 5(a) are significantly suppressed in Fig. 5(b) after
the relaxation method is implemented. Finally, we remark that in the DNS, the relaxation method can also smooth the initial
imbalance between the solution of Eq. (12) and the viscous effect at the free surface, which is another source of initial spu-
rious standing wave in the simulation.

3.4. Wave amplitude maintenance

In previous sections, we discuss how to generate and suppress waves in numerical simulation. After a wave is set up, an
important issue in the simulation is to maintain its amplitude so that converged statistics of wave–turbulence interaction
can be obtained in a quasi-steady setting. In this section, we discuss the use of surface pressure to balance viscous dissipation
in wave simulation. More complex case associated with interaction of turbulence with multiple wave components is dis-
cussed in Section 5.

We consider the following viscous linear wave solution [16]:
gðx; tÞ ¼ a0 exp � 2k2

Re t
h i

sin½kxþxt�;

Uðx; z; tÞ ¼ ax
k exp kz� 2k2

Re t
h i

cos½kxþxt�;

Uðx; z; tÞ ¼ 2kb
Re a exp bz� 2k2

Re t
h i

ðsin½kxþ bzþxt� � cos½kxþ bzþxt�Þ;

Wðx; z; tÞ ¼ 2k2

Re a exp bz� 2k2

Re t
h i

sin½kxþ bzþxt�:

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
ð30Þ
Here b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Re �x=2

p
and x ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=Fr2

q
. Potential components of the velocity are represented through Uðx; z; tÞ, and viscous

components are denoted by Uðx; z; tÞ and Wðx; z; tÞ. The viscous effects are accounted for directly in DNS. In HOS, an equiv-
alent dissipation [33] is included as discussed in Section 2.1.

As shown in Eq. (30), the wave decays due to viscous dissipation. To maintain the wave, we supply the same amount of
energy with a surface pressure. The pressure has amplitude of P0 and a phase difference of p=2 with respect to the wave. As a
result, the energy input rate is
�
Z

S0

gtPadS ¼ P0a0xp: ð31Þ
The rate of viscous dissipation in the wave is
e ¼ � 1
Re

Z
V

@ui

@xj
þ @uj

@xi


 �
@ui

@xj
dV : ð32Þ
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To obtain the dissipation rate, we can either calculate Eq. (32) numerically or solve it analytically by using Eq. (30). With the
latter approach (which is the same as performing Taylor series expansion of the wave amplitude in time), together with Eq.
(31), we obtain the pressure magnitude as
Fig. 6.
predict
(33); –
P0 ¼ a0
4k2

ReFr2x
: ð33Þ
Fig. 6 shows numerical results. For the freely decaying case, both DNS and HOS yield decay rates that agree with the ana-
lytical solution (30). When the surface pressure is applied, the wave is well maintained. Because the pressure with the pro-
gressive wave profile is applied suddenly at t ¼ 0, a standing wave is generated. This standing wave usually does not cause
concerns in application, because its amplitude is small for the high Re used in wave–turbulence simulations. In the present
case, the amplitude of the standing wave is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the progressive wave. We also find
that if Re decreases, although the initial magnitude of the standing wave increases, the smaller Re value leads to larger vis-
cous dissipation of the standing wave for it to attenuate fast.

4. Turbulence generation

In this section, we generate turbulence by using the linear forcing method introduced by Lundgren [19]. The application
in the wave environment requires the turbulence to be generated in an inhomogeneous domain with a curvilinear compu-
tational grid. We extend the linear forcing method by investigating effects of spacial variation of the forcing and distortion of
computational meshes.

4.1. Inhomogeneous random forcing

Lundgren [19] introduced a scheme called linear forcing method to generate turbulence in physical space. In this method,
a force proportional to the velocity fluctuation ~u0 is applied to the Navier–Stokes equations:
@~u
@t
þ~u � r~u ¼ �rpþ 1

Re
r2~uþ b~u0; ð34Þ
where b is called body force parameter. The forcing, however, needs to vanish near the free surface to avoid generation of
spurious interfacial phenomena. Therefore, we set b as: b ¼ b0f ½zc�. Here zc called central distance is the vertical distance
to the center of the computational domain. The term f ½zc� called body force shape function has unit value in the bulk region.
It is damped gradually over a damping region, and becomes zero outside, where we call free region. In this study, we set f ½zc�
as
f ½zc� ¼
1 zc 6 lb; bulk region;
1
2 1� cos p

ld
ðzc � lb � ldÞ

h i� �
zc 6 lb þ ld; damping region;

0 zc > lb þ ld; free region;

8>><>>: ð35Þ
where lb is half of the vertical length of the bulk region and ld is the length of the damping region.
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History of the amplitude of freely decaying and maintained progressive waves. (a) HOS result. (b) DNS result. In both (a) and (b), 3, theoretical
ion for freely decaying wave (30); �, freely decaying wave by simulation; – – –, wave maintained with the dissipation rate e calculated analytically
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Since the turbulence is generated inhomogeneously, there is a need to study the flow properties as a function of zc . For
the bulk flow, based on the results of Rosales and Meneveau [24], the integral length scale l is about 19% of the
computational domain size Ld. We estimate the root-mean-square of velocity fluctuation u0rms, dissipation rate e, and Taylor
scale k [29] as
Table 1
Parame

Case

1
2

u0rms ¼ 0:57bLd;

e ¼ 0:97b3L2
d;

k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
15u02rms

Ree

q
¼ 2:24

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

bRe

q
:

8>><>>: ð36Þ
With different values of the controlling parameter b, flow specifics of the computation cases considered in this paper are
given in Table 1.

In this study, we set lb ¼ 1:5p to ensure that the bulk region is deep enough to serve as a reservoir of isotropic turbulence.
To investigate effect of damping region length, we consider a wide damping region with ld ¼ p=2 and a narrow damping re-
gion with ld ¼ p=10.

Fig. 7 shows profiles of k and u0rms obtained from our DNS for Case 1 listed in Table 1. The results shown in this section are
normalized by the values at the center of the bulk region (denoted by the subscript ‘‘c”). Fig. 7 shows that k in the bulk region
is almost a constant and is affected little by ld. In the damping and free regions, k increases, with the increase rates about the
same between the two ld cases. For u0rms, it is constant at the center of the bulk region. In the case of ld ¼ p=2, it starts to decay
at a distance of p=2 from the boundary of the bulk region. As a result, there is a ð2pÞ3 cubic in the bulk region with isotropic
turbulence. In the case of ld ¼ p=10;u0rms starts to decay at a distance of p from the boundary of the bulk region. Therefore, in
the bulk region, the velocity fluctuation is affected by the damping region length. However, in the damping and free regions,
u0rms decays at about the same rate for the two ld cases.

We next study variations of turbulence properties in the free region, where the free surface is located. This region is of
critical importance to the dynamics of wave–turbulence interaction. In some sense, the approach of generating turbulence
in the bulk region and letting the turbulence transport to the free region resembles the use of oscillating grid for turbulence
generation in experiments. Thompson and Turner [30] and Hopfinger and Toly [13] found that l / zv and u0rms / z�1

v . Here zv is
defined as the distance from a ‘‘virtual origin”, which is typically obtained by extrapolation of l for it to be zero. One can fur-
ther obtain that k / zv . In this paper, we focus on k instead of l, because the former is easier to obtain a smooth value
numerically.

We fit the normalized k and u0rms as
k
kc
¼ Bkzv ;

u0rms
u0rms;c
¼ Bu

zv
:

8<: ð37Þ
Table 2 shows the curve fitting results. It is shown that the slopes of the curve fitting, Bk and Bu, do not change much for
different ld. However, the insensitivity in the coefficients does not necessarily indicate the suitability of the curve fitting it-
self. Examination of Fig. 7 shows that the approximation of oscillating grid turbulence works well for the Taylor length scale,
but works poorly for the velocity fluctuation. On the other hand, we find that a better fit can be obtained with the exponent
function:
k
kc
¼ exp½Ck þ Dkzc�;

u02rms
u02rms;c
¼ exp½Cu þ Duzc�:

8<: ð38Þ
The values of Ck;Dk;Cu, and Du are listed in Table 2.
We next examine the anisotropic property of the turbulence. Following [18], we calculate the anisotropy tensor aij as
aij ¼
u0iu

0
j � 1

3 diju0ku0k
u0ku0k

; ð39Þ
where the overline (�) denotes the horizontal average value. The invariants of the anisotropy tensor aij are
I1 ¼ akk; I2 ¼ �
1
2

aijaji; I3 ¼ det½aij�: ð40Þ
ters of the turbulence cases considered in this paper.

b0 Re Ld u0rms l k Rek ¼ u0rmsk=m

0.1 1000 2p 0.358 1.19 0.224 80
0.25 20 2p 0.895 1.19 1.00 18
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Table 2
Parameters of curve fitting in grid turbulence form from Eq. (37) and exponent function from Eq. (38).

ld Bk Bu Ck Dk Cu Du

p=2 0.4245 0.3114 �1.0124 0.2085 4.3016 �0.9681
p=10 0.4030 0.3572 �0.9631 0.2050 3.2196 �0.9468
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In isotropic turbulence, I2 ¼ I3 ¼ 0. For our test cases, we found that in the bulk, damping, and free regions, the maximum
values of jI2j are, respectively, 3:3� 10�3;2:7� 10�3, and 1:4� 10�2; while those of jI3j are 2:5� 10�5;6:8� 10�6, and
7:8� 10�5, respectively. Therefore, despite the inhomogeneity in the problem, the turbulence remains isotropic at all the
locations. This is not surprising because the body force is applied in all the directions in the same way.

4.2. Effect of computational grid distortion

In simulations involving surface waves, a curvilinear grid fitted to the wave boundary is often used. For example, our DNS
shown in Section 2.2 maps the irregular wave-following physical space to a rectangular computation domain (Fig. 1). For
simplicity, the linear forcing method is implemented in the ðn;w; 1; sÞ space. Viewed in the physical space, the force is
now applied over a wavy domain with distorted computational meshes. In this section, we investigate whether such forcing
can still generate the same turbulence as in the rectangular domain case.

We consider as a canonical problem DNS in a domain bounded by wavy top and bottom boundaries with their locations
given as
ztop ¼ �a0 sin½kx�;
zbot ¼ �h� a0 sin½kx�:

�

Here a0 ¼ 0:25 and k ¼ 1; h ¼ 5p is the height of the computational domain. The computational domain has a horizontal
dimension of 2p� 2p. Parameters for the turbulence are the same as Case 2 in Table 1.

In applying the body force as in Section 4.1, we define the central distance as zc ¼ jz� ðztop þ zbotÞ=2j. Since the top and
bottom boundaries are not flat, the force distribution is also wavy in the physical space. For comparison, we also consider
another case, in which the body force is applied over a rectangular domain.

Comparison of numerical results between the two cases is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) shows profiles of u0rms. Inside the bulk
region, u0rms has about the same value for the two cases. Around the damping region, u0rms with the curvilinear force is slightly
smaller than that with the regular force. This can be explained by the distribution of the body force near the boundary of the
bulk region. Fig. 8(b) shows the profiles of the horizontally averaged body force parameter �b. Around the damping region, �b
with the curvilinear force is slightly smaller than that with the regular force. As a result, turbulence in the curvilinear force
case decays faster there compared to the regular force case. The difference between the two cases, however, becomes neg-
ligibly small in the free region, where the free surface is located. Therefore, we conclude that the difference caused by the
curvilinear computational grid is small, and the linear forcing method can be applied directly on a wave-following compu-
tational grid.
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5. Wave–turbulence interaction

To simulate wave–turbulence interaction, we use the methods introduced in Sections 3 and 4 to generate wave and tur-
bulence, respectively. The numerical procedure, however, is not simply putting the aforementioned wave and turbulence
generators together. The interaction between wave and turbulence introduces additional complexities to the problem, which
require special numerical treatments. In particular, the turbulence keeps exciting the surface to generate waves with a
broadband spectrum. There is a critical need to identify different wave modes efficiently during the simulation. Based on
the wave components identified, we can then maintain the waves of interest and suppress unwanted waves, all done in a
continuous manner throughout the simulation. For wave generation, we also need to consider the presence of other waves
prior to and during the wave generation processes.
5.1. Standing wave and progressive wave identification

In the simulation of wave–turbulence interaction, due to the presence of multiple wave components, it is essential to
identify the components that the study focuses on, to maintain them during the simulation, and to suppress the unwanted
ones. Due to the excitation of turbulent flow from below and wave–turbulence interaction, new waves of different wave-
lengths are generated continuously. Meanwhile, existing waves are dissipated at different rates for different wave modes.
As a result, the method for identifying wave modes in wave–turbulence interaction needs to be highly efficient based on
instantaneous surface information. Strictly speaking, the reconstruction of a nonlinear wave field requires all of the essential
nonlinear wave interaction processes to be considered together with an optimization procedure [32]. The state-of-the-art of
such an approach, however, is currently limited to potential flow. For the much more complex case of wave–turbulence
interaction studied here, we focus on efficiency of the identification algorithm by using instantaneous surface elevation
and velocity data obtained from the DNS.

The surface wave is decomposed into different Fourier modes. For each mode, we further decompose it into a progress
wave and a standing wave, denoted by subscripts ‘‘p” and ‘‘s,” respectively:
gp;n ¼ ap;n sin½knxþxnt þ an�;
gs;n ¼ as;n sin½knxþ bn� cos½xnt þ hn�:

(
ð41Þ
In the above equations, n denotes the wave mode. The wave amplitudes (ap;n and as;n) and phases (an, bn, and hn) need to be
determined. In this study, we obtain their values based on instantaneous surface elevation and vertical velocity, which can be
expressed in terms of Fourier modes as
g ¼
P1
n¼0
ðAn cos½knx� þ Bn sin½knx�Þ;

w ¼
P1
n¼0
ðCn cos½knx� þ Dn sin½knx�Þ:

8>><>>: ð42Þ
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For wave mode n, linear wave theory with Eqs. (41) and (42) yields
as;n sin½bn� cos½xnt þ hn� þ ap;n sin½xnt þ an� ¼ An;

as;n cos½bn� cos½xnt þ hn� þ ap;n cos½xnt þ an� ¼ Bn;

�xnas;n sin½bn� sin½xnt þ hn� þxnap;n cos½xnt þ an� ¼ Cn;

�xnas;n cos½bn� sin½xnt þ hn� �xnap;n sin½xnt þ an� ¼ Dn:

8>>>><>>>>: ð43Þ
By solving Eq. (43), we obtain the standing wave amplitude as
as;n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxnAn þ DnÞ2 þ ðxnBn þ CnÞ2

q
xn

: ð44Þ
The value of bn � hn �xnt is determined by the following equations:
sin½bn � hn �xnt� ¼ xnAnþDn
xnas;n

;

cos½bn � hn �xnt� ¼ xnBn�Cn
xnas;n

:

(
ð45Þ
We rewrite the surface elevation as
An cos½knx� þ Bn sin½knx� ¼ ap;n sin½knxþxnt þ an� þ
as;n

2
sin½knxþxnt þ hn þ bn� þ

as;n

2
ðcos½bn � hn �xnt� sin½knx�

þ sin½bn � hn �xnt� cos½knx�Þ: ð46Þ

From Eq. (46), we obtain
a2
p;n þ as;nap;n cos½bn þ hn � an� þ

a2
s;n

4
¼ E2

n þ F2
n; ð47Þ

En ¼ An � as;n
2 sin½bn � hn �xnt�;

Fn ¼ Bn � as;n
2 cos½bn � hn �xnt�:

(
ð48Þ
In Eq. (47), there are two unknowns, ap;n and cos½bn þ hn � an�, to be determined. Therefore, there is no unique solution for
them. This is as expected because there is no unique way in the decomposition into a progressive wave and a standing wave
based on instantaneous surface information. This can be seen from the fact that the five unknowns in question
(ap;n; as;n;an; bn, and hn) are under-determined with the four equations (43).

To obtain reasonable values for the unknowns, we assume that the progressive wave has the maximum amplitude ap;n.
This assumption is made based on the fact that in our study of wave–turbulence interaction, the progressive wave dominates
and is the focus of the investigation. Our goal is to maintain the amplitude of the dominant progressive wave during the tur-
bulence–wave interaction simulation. From our experience, we found that this assumption leads to a well maintained dom-
inant wave, with the external disturbance associated with the pressure input kept minimum. With this assumption, we have
cos½bn þ hn � an� ¼ �1: ð49Þ
Therefore, Eq. (47) is solved as
ap;n ¼
as;n

2
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2

n þ F2
n

q
: ð50Þ
By substituting Eqs. (44), (49), and (50) into Eq. (46), we determine xnt þ an with the following equations:
sin½xnt þ an� ¼ 2En
2ap;n�as;n

;

cos½xnt þ an� ¼ 2Fn
2ap;n�as;n

:

(
ð51Þ
After xnt þ an is solved, we obtain the progressive wave gp;n according to Eq. (41).

5.2. Standing wave suppression

In Section 3.1, we introduce methods for the suppression of standing waves by applying surface pressure. The complica-
tion of free-surface turbulence is that the surface is excited by turbulence all the time. As a result, standing waves are gen-
erated continuously. Here, we focus on the d-function method since the surface pressure is applied over a much shorter
period than the other two methods.

Even for the d-function method, there exists the issue of when to apply the surface pressure. As shown in Section 3.1.1,
the d-function method should be applied when the surface is flat to generate a standing wave to cancel the existing one. At a
time instance during the simulation, however, the standing wave identified using the method in Section 5.1 is
gs ¼ as sin½xt þ a� sin½kxþ b�: ð52Þ
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In most cases, sin½xt þ a� is nonzero at the instance, so the surface is not flat. Waiting for the standing wave to reach the
phase of being flat makes the algorithm inefficient. Moreover, in this waiting period new standing wave may be generated
by the turbulence, so that the perfect timing is difficult to obtain in practice.

If the pressure is applied immediately, it generates another standing wave gd ¼ �as sin½xt� sin½kxþ b�. Therefore, the com-
bined surface elevation is
gs þ gd ¼ asð2 sin½a�Þ cos½xt� sin½kxþ b�: ð53Þ
Eq. (53) shows that a new standing wave is generated, of which the amplitude is j2 sin½a�jas. When the phase of the original
standing wave is within the ranges of 0 6 a < p=6;5p=6 < a < 7p=6, or 11p=6 < a < 2p, we have j2 sin½a�jas < as. As a re-
sult, the new standing wave is smaller than the original one. Therefore, the strategy we take is to use the instantaneous sur-
face information to obtain the value of a first. If a falls into the above ranges, we apply the d-function method immediately to
reduce the amplitude of the standing wave. We carry out this operation continuously in our simulation, and we find that the
spurious standing wave can be controlled effectively (confirmed by our test with the standing wave suppression turned on
and off, the results not shown here due to space limitation).

5.3. Turbulence–wave interaction

Finally, we apply the methods developed in the proceeding sections to set up a DNS run for the interaction of statistically
steady isotropic turbulence with a well maintained progressive wave. For the DNS, the numerical method introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2 is used. The parameters of Case 1 in Table 1 are used to generate turbulence. The parameters of the dominant progres-
sive wave are Fr2 ¼ 0:01; ap ¼ 0:1, and k ¼ 1. From Table 1 and Eq. (38), near the surface, the maximum turbulence-to-mean-
flow time ratio is Smaxq=e ¼ apkxu2

i =ð2eÞ ¼ 13:88 > 10. Therefore, this example belongs to the rapid distortion case [28,4].
We first generate isotropic turbulence underneath the free surface with the extended linear forcing method introduced in

Section 4.1. Based on the instantaneous surface data, the progressive and standing wave components are identified by the
algorithm introduced in Section 5.1. The standing waves are suppressed by the d-function method discussed in Section
5.2. For the target dominant progressive wave, we use the methods introduced in Section 3.2 to increase its amplitude to
a ¼ 0:1, in which process the time-relaxation method introduced in Section 3.3 is implemented to account for nonlinear
wave effect.

We note that for wave generation, the methods of Section 3.2 were developed for initially calm water, while in the pres-
ent case there already exist surface waves excited by the turbulence. As a result of the interaction of the wave with the sur-
face pressure applied, there exists deviation of the surface wave amplitude from the target value, for which adjustment is
required. In this study, we use an energy controlling met